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EFT INTRODUCTION
F A S T  T H E R A P E U T I C  R E S U L T S

Feel happy, at peace & relaxed
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Who is this for?
• Stressed out, physically tense or anxious

• Heal and transform from within and feel calmer

• Release emotional patterns and be free from limits

• Boost health, money, career and love life

• Or just wants to have peace & emotional balance
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Who is this for?
• Curious about EFT* – What is it? How does it work?

• Learn about an emotional wellness or therapy technique

• Already in the helping, therapy or coaching profession

• Seeking a new profession to help others heal & transform

*Emotional Freedom Techniques
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In Our Time Together
1. Emotions, stress & ill-health and how to reverse it
2. What is EFT and how does it work?
3. What is the science and the 7 steps to EFT? 
4. How can you use EFT on yourself?
5. What can you do if you want to learn or experience EFT?
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Everything You Need To Know To 
Relieve Stress, Tension & Emotional 

Imbalances To Feel Peace, Calm & 
Relaxed Being In Control Of You & 

Your Emotions
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House Rules for Todays Masterclass
• This is NOT “A coaching & therapy session but an 

introductory seminar”
• This is NOT “Do nothing and feel calm and at peace”
• This is NOT “How to take a magic pill and feel ok ”
• You must be able to learn and put the work in to get 

results
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85% of illness is stress

*https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/

https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/
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90% of doctor visit are stress related

*https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/

https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/
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Stress is one of leading causes of divorce, 
addictions, and weight gain/obesity

*https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/

https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/
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Unresolved emotional upsets
lead to illness 

*https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/

https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/how-emotional-stress-can-make-you-sick/
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Suppressed emotions can lead to disease

*https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/the-5-reasons-why-shutting-down-emotions-can-harm-you/

https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/the-5-reasons-why-shutting-down-emotions-can-harm-you/
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So What Can You Do?
1. Figure out a way that works to release stress
2. Learn a method to let go of the past upsets 

and trauma reverse negativity
3. Use a clinically proven method to free 

suppressed emotions and create health & 
vitality
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• Diagnosed with Cancer in 2001, then self 
healed with alternate therapy and 
coaching

• Used to get daily migraines, debilitating 
pain in the neck and shoulders

• Learnt a clinically proven technique, EFT 
Tapping, which calms down stress in 
seconds to have no more migraines 

• Have coached & supported 1000s of 
people in one-to-one session and trained 
over 20000 people to feel calm, healthy, 
happy and at peace
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Emotional Freedom Techniques
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Madonna is a fan of EFT

Camilla Parker Bowles for fear of flying

Barlon Taplin before races

Whoopi Goldberg for fear of flying
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Age-Old Back Pain Gone In 20 Minutes
“My age-old back pain healed on Day 1 of the 
EFT training within 20 minutes during the 
physical tension session and now even a year 
later, it has gone completely.”

Dr Rajesh CM, Naturopathic Doctor
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Body Pain and Swelling Disappeared
“My edema and Fibromyalgia 
(debilitating pain that can takes years to 
treat) of 7-8 months has disappeared 
miraculously and after months I have 
slept so peacefully.”

Sejal Mehta, Trainer & Therapist
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Edema Totally Disappeared
“My husband forcibly took me to attend 
the EFT seminar. I had a shock of my life 
as I noticed that the Edema had totally 
disappeared.”

Dr Purnima Amin, Professor in Pharmacy
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1. Identify the issue or goal 
2. Get a measure for It
3. Start EFT Tapping on the side of the hand
4. Tap on the upper body points
5. Close sequence
6. Relax
7. Testing
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1. What do you want?
2. What issue do you want to solve?
3. How does it make you feel?Id

en
tif

y
1. Identify the goal or the problem
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2. Get a measure for it
• On a scale of 1 to 10 what number 

would you give it
• Where 10 is uncomfortable or 1 is 

not uncomfortable at all
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3. Start tapping on the side of the hand

“Even though I have [THIS PROBLEM], I deeply and 
completely love and accept myself.”

4. Under Nose – between the bottom of the nose and the upper lip

5. Chin – midway between the point of the chin and the middle of the lower lip

6. Collarbone – just below the collarbone

7. Under Arm – under the arm about 10cm from the armpit

8. Thumb – on the outside of the thumb, level with the base of the nail

9. Index Finger – on the side of the index  nger closest to the thumb, level with the base of
the nail (this point is not recommended for pregnant clients)

10. Middle Finger – in the same place on the middle  nger

11. Ring Finger – on the other side on ring  nger*

12. Baby Finger – in the same place on the little or baby  nger

13. Karate Chop – on the edge of the hand (where you would make contact if doing a karate chop)

In EFT we generally start with tapping on the
Karate Chop. An alternate tapping point that has
the same e  ect is know as the tender/sore spot
(shown in the picture). The tender spot is usually
stimulated by rubbing in a circular motion,
rather than tapping.

*The ring  ngers is not always used, as the
Gamut Point (discussed below) is on the same
meridian, which is stimulated during the
9-Gamut phase, which comes next. The actual
point is on the opposite edge of the  nger. However, there is no harm in using it and some
practitioners do so for simplicity. In many cases we leave out tapping on the ring  nger.

The Gamut Point is a special point used in the 9 Gamut Procedure. It is located on the back of
either hand and is about 15mm behind the mid-point between the knuck les at the base of the
ring  nger and the little  nger.

The basic recipe
1. Measure the problem from 1 to 10… Ask “What number would you give this problem on

a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 is a very big problem and 1 is not big at all”. If there is a feeling,
ask “On a scale of 1 to 10 how intense is the feeling where 10 is very intense and 1 is not at
all”. Alternatively, for physical tension, ask “On a scale of 1 to 10 what number would you
give this tension where 10 is very high and 1 is not high at all”.

2. The Setup… While continuously tapping on the Karate Chop point, repeat this a  rmation
three times:

‘Even though I have this (name the problem), I deeply and completely accept myself.’

3. The tapping sequence… Tap about 7 times on each of the following energy points while
repeating the Reminder Phrase at each point.

● Eyebrow

● Side of Eye

● Under Eye

● Under nose

9 www.vitality-living.com © Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD) 2009-2011
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Karate Chop point

9-Gamut Point

Repeat 3 times
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4. Then Tap on the Upper Body & Finger Points

When you use EFT it gives relief by re-wiring the energy system and bringing it back into
balance so you feel calmer, more at peace and ready to let go and move on.

■ EFT Tapping Protocol

Originally Gary developed the Basic Recipe which covers the full tapping sequence.
Subsequently the tapping sequence was simpli  ed. Both these sequences are shown below.

The main tapping points are as follows:

1. Eyebrow – at the beginning of the eyebrow just above the nose

2. Side of Eye/Temple – on the bone bordering the outside corner of the eye

3. Under Eye – on the bone just under the eye

8 www.vitality-living.com © Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD) 2009-2011
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The EFT tapping
points are easy to

locate and tap any
time anywhere

Energy disruption Using EFT Relief!

Index Finger – on the side of the index  nger closest to the thumb, level with the base of
the nail (miss this point out if pregnant)

Middle Finger – in the same place on the middle  nger

Little Finger – in the same place on the little or baby  nger

Karate Chop (side of the hand) – on the edge of the hand

5. Final clearing. On the Karate Chop say the starting set-up phrase again (name the original
problem again)

“Even though I ...(name problem), I deeply and completely accept myself.”

6. Relax. Take a gentle breath in and out and take a sip of water. It is very important to drink
water to  ush out any toxins that get released. 70% of our bodies is composed of water –
drinking water is vital to our health and vitality.

7. Testing the results. Measure the problem again from 1 to 10. Notice how the problem and
original emotion feels di  erent. If there is an emotional charge left, repeat the tapping
process again till you feel better.

For many people you will notice a physical change, a sense of relief or possibly a new insight
about the problem.

■ EFT for Physical Discomfort

EFT is very e  ective for physical discomfort, tension and pain in the body. For examples
headaches, body pain, shoulder pain and neck pain. In many cases physical pain has an
emotional root cause. It is the body’s way of communicating with us to let us know something
is not right.

The steps are as follows:

1. Locate a current physical discomfort and measure the discomfort

● Include even the ‘impossible to cure’

● Rate it on a scale of 0-10

2. Get speci  c information about the pain. This can be a description, the underlying emotions
or information about what is causing the pain. Some questions to investigate are as follows:

Description of the pain – What is the pain like? Describe it to me. Does it have a colour?
What is the colour? What shape or size is it? How big is it? What is the sensation like? Is it
throbbing or pulsating? Does it have a sound? Is it a sharp pain or dull pain? Where is it?
Where else is it? How does the pain make you feel? Really describe it.

The underlying contributor to the pain – What does the pain remind you of?’ When have
you felt this kind of pain before?’ How does this pain make you feel? Who is the pain in the
neck/body part? I know the pain can’t speak if it could speak what would it say? How does
that make you feel?

Information about when the pain occurs – When does the pain start? How long has it
been there? What triggers it? When does the pain stop? What brings on the pain?

3. Measure any feelings or sensations and start tapping using their speci  c words

16 www.vitality-living.com © Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD) 2009-2011
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While saying the words from the problem “out loud”

When you use EFT it gives relief by re-wiring the energy system and bringing it back into
balance so you feel calmer, more at peace and ready to let go and move on.

■ EFT Tapping Protocol

Originally Gary developed the Basic Recipe which covers the full tapping sequence.
Subsequently the tapping sequence was simpli  ed. Both these sequences are shown below.

The main tapping points are as follows:

1. Eyebrow – at the beginning of the eyebrow just above the nose

2. Side of Eye/Temple – on the bone bordering the outside corner of the eye

3. Under Eye – on the bone just under the eye

8 www.vitality-living.com © Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD) 2009-2011
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The EFT tapping
points are easy to

locate and tap any
time anywhere

Energy disruption Using EFT Relief!

Index Finger – on the side of the index  nger closest to the thumb, level with the base of
the nail (miss this point out if pregnant)

Middle Finger – in the same place on the middle  nger

Little Finger – in the same place on the little or baby  nger

Karate Chop (side of the hand) – on the edge of the hand

5. Final clearing. On the Karate Chop say the starting set-up phrase again (name the original
problem again)

“Even though I ...(name problem), I deeply and completely accept myself.”

6. Relax. Take a gentle breath in and out and take a sip of water. It is very important to drink
water to  ush out any toxins that get released. 70% of our bodies is composed of water –
drinking water is vital to our health and vitality.

7. Testing the results. Measure the problem again from 1 to 10. Notice how the problem and
original emotion feels di  erent. If there is an emotional charge left, repeat the tapping
process again till you feel better.

For many people you will notice a physical change, a sense of relief or possibly a new insight
about the problem.

■ EFT for Physical Discomfort

EFT is very e  ective for physical discomfort, tension and pain in the body. For examples
headaches, body pain, shoulder pain and neck pain. In many cases physical pain has an
emotional root cause. It is the body’s way of communicating with us to let us know something
is not right.

The steps are as follows:

1. Locate a current physical discomfort and measure the discomfort

● Include even the ‘impossible to cure’

● Rate it on a scale of 0-10

2. Get speci  c information about the pain. This can be a description, the underlying emotions
or information about what is causing the pain. Some questions to investigate are as follows:

Description of the pain – What is the pain like? Describe it to me. Does it have a colour?
What is the colour? What shape or size is it? How big is it? What is the sensation like? Is it
throbbing or pulsating? Does it have a sound? Is it a sharp pain or dull pain? Where is it?
Where else is it? How does the pain make you feel? Really describe it.

The underlying contributor to the pain – What does the pain remind you of?’ When have
you felt this kind of pain before?’ How does this pain make you feel? Who is the pain in the
neck/body part? I know the pain can’t speak if it could speak what would it say? How does
that make you feel?

Information about when the pain occurs – When does the pain start? How long has it
been there? What triggers it? When does the pain stop? What brings on the pain?

3. Measure any feelings or sensations and start tapping using their speci  c words
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5. Closing the sequence

Come back to the side of the hand also known as the 
karate chop point and say the starting phrase out loud 
again.

4. Under Nose – between the bottom of the nose and the upper lip

5. Chin – midway between the point of the chin and the middle of the lower lip

6. Collarbone – just below the collarbone

7. Under Arm – under the arm about 10cm from the armpit

8. Thumb – on the outside of the thumb, level with the base of the nail

9. Index Finger – on the side of the index  nger closest to the thumb, level with the base of
the nail (this point is not recommended for pregnant clients)

10. Middle Finger – in the same place on the middle  nger

11. Ring Finger – on the other side on ring  nger*

12. Baby Finger – in the same place on the little or baby  nger

13. Karate Chop – on the edge of the hand (where you would make contact if doing a karate chop)

In EFT we generally start with tapping on the
Karate Chop. An alternate tapping point that has
the same e  ect is know as the tender/sore spot
(shown in the picture). The tender spot is usually
stimulated by rubbing in a circular motion,
rather than tapping.

*The ring  ngers is not always used, as the
Gamut Point (discussed below) is on the same
meridian, which is stimulated during the
9-Gamut phase, which comes next. The actual
point is on the opposite edge of the  nger. However, there is no harm in using it and some
practitioners do so for simplicity. In many cases we leave out tapping on the ring  nger.

The Gamut Point is a special point used in the 9 Gamut Procedure. It is located on the back of
either hand and is about 15mm behind the mid-point between the knuck les at the base of the
ring  nger and the little  nger.

The basic recipe
1. Measure the problem from 1 to 10… Ask “What number would you give this problem on

a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 is a very big problem and 1 is not big at all”. If there is a feeling,
ask “On a scale of 1 to 10 how intense is the feeling where 10 is very intense and 1 is not at
all”. Alternatively, for physical tension, ask “On a scale of 1 to 10 what number would you
give this tension where 10 is very high and 1 is not high at all”.

2. The Setup… While continuously tapping on the Karate Chop point, repeat this a  rmation
three times:

‘Even though I have this (name the problem), I deeply and completely accept myself.’

3. The tapping sequence… Tap about 7 times on each of the following energy points while
repeating the Reminder Phrase at each point.

● Eyebrow

● Side of Eye

● Under Eye

● Under nose

9 www.vitality-living.com © Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD) 2009-2011
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Karate Chop point

9-Gamut Point

“Even though I have [THIS 
PROBLEM], I deeply and 

completely love and accept 
myself.”
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6. Relax
• Breathe
• Take a sip of water
• Reflect on how you are feeling
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7. Testing

• Ask yourself:
- How are you feeling?
- What happened?
• Say great if the response if

- Worse
- Same 
- Better
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When you use EFT it gives relief by re-wiring the energy system and bringing it back into
balance so you feel calmer, more at peace and ready to let go and move on.

■ EFT Tapping Protocol

Originally Gary developed the Basic Recipe which covers the full tapping sequence.
Subsequently the tapping sequence was simpli  ed. Both these sequences are shown below.

The main tapping points are as follows:

1. Eyebrow – at the beginning of the eyebrow just above the nose

2. Side of Eye/Temple – on the bone bordering the outside corner of the eye

3. Under Eye – on the bone just under the eye
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time anywhere

Energy disruption Using EFT Relief!
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Motivated To Shed 20 kgs in 12 weeks

“After learning EFT, I motivated myself to 
commit to a health nutrition, diet and 
exercise program which meant I lost 
20kg in 12 weeks.”

Avni Radia, Working Professional
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Son’s Learning Disability Helped

“I noticed that my son’s grades had dropped. 
After EFT he was better able to concentrate 
and we no longer even remember that 
teacher. I even saw him use EFT on his own 
before a cricket match!” 

Daisy Anand, Working Mom
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Chocolate Cravings Completely Gone
“I learnt so much and feel very positive. Still 
no galaxy (a Chocolate bar) and I feel in 
CONTROL of that. I don’t even want a hot 
chocolate, which is what I normally go for if 
I’m trying to not to have chocolate.”

Emma Voss, Business owner
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1. Enquire about breathing
2. Get a measure for It
3. Start EFT Tapping on the side of the hand
4. Tap on the upper body points
5. Close sequence
6. Relax
7. Testing
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Surface Symptoms Versus Root Cause

Surface  
Symptoms

Deeper Root Cause
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Surface  
Symptoms

Deeper Root Cause

Daily Headaches
Helpless 

Must Not Feel Helpless
Cannot Say No
Dad’s Approval
Must Prove Myself 
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Surface  
Symptoms

Deeper Root Cause

Daily Headaches
Helpless 

Must Not Feel Helpless
Cannot Say No
Dad’s Approval
Must Prove Myself Overwork!
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“I had a very bad fear of balloons. Because 
of the violence where I lived, every time a 
balloon would burst, I thought I would die. 
I’m not scared anymore. When there is a 
celebration with balloons I’m going to say 
OK come over.”
Elsa Bulo, Trainer

From Having a Phobia of Balloons to Celebrating 
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Fear of Public Speaking Eliminated

“Uma overcame her fear of public 
speaking and spoke her heart out to 
the EFT class at the end of the fears 
and phobias session.”

Uma Anguraj, Software Engineer
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Symptoms of Thyroid Gone
“I started tapping – starting from surface 
issues, persisting through all what came up. 
After some weeks, I noticed that the 
symptoms of Thyroid had come down. A 
medical examination confirmed that I was 
free.”

Appoorva Pandit, Facilitator and Therapist
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Anxiety
Auto Accident
Boredom
Claustrophobia
Depression
Grief
Guilt
Headache
Insomnia
Limiting Beliefs
Love Pain

Physical Pain
Panic attack
Sadness
Shame
Stress
Self Image
Sexual Abuse
Sports Issues
Trauma
War memories
Weight Loss

Phobias/Fears
–Public Speaking
–Dentist
–Rats
–Spiders
–Roaches
–Needles
–Driving
–Snakes
–Heights
–Water
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Summary
• Stress can lead to disease and illness
• Unresolved emotional upsets can cause disease
• Suppressing emotions is harmful to health
• By releasing stress, freeing suppressed emotions & 

resolving past upset you can create health & wellness
• How EFT is clinically proven to lower stress, anxiety & 

tension with personal stories 
• The steps to the EFT Process
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• Identity
• Questions
• Measure

Aware

• Even though I 
have this 
problem, I love & 
accept myself

Accept • Tapping Points on 
upper body & 
fingers

Clear

• Closing sequence
• Breathe 
• Test

Close
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Next Steps
1. Refresh: Read the manual and watch a recoding on EFT
2. Self Heal: Book a no obligation one to one 

complimentary consultation call
3. Help Others: Become an EFT Practitioner or learn it for 

Personal Development or to help your family 
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Refresh
1. https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/community-

resource/follow-up-from-the-introduction-to-eft/
2. Fill in feedback form, you will get access to even more 

resources that we provide to our alumni, add link

https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/community-resource/follow-up-from-the-introduction-to-eft/
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Self Heal
• Book a one-to-one complimentary consultation, add 

link 
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Help Others
Book a Discovery Call with one of our EFT Coaches, 
https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/training-seminars/eft-
training-course/eft-practitioner-training/

https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/training-seminars/eft-training-course/eft-practitioner-training/
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Next Steps
• Friend me on facebook and say hi, 

https://www.facebook.com/ranganarupavi/

• Join the EFT Tapping Heals facebook community, 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/EFTatVitalityLivingCollege

• Self healing program, complimentary one to one session, booking form

• Explore Practitioner Training to become Certified, add link 

https://www.facebook.com/ranganarupavi/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/EFTatVitalityLivingCollege

